Charlotte loves to play wedding and she loves any little playsets. The S
evi
Eco‐Friendly Play Set family i
s the perfect set for little girls this holiday season.
Charlotte had a lot of fun helping her dad put this fun set together. She played
Here Comes the Bride and pretended she was a flower girl! Charlotte especially
loved the people and the car!
“Here comes the bride! With her bouquet in hand, your little one will guide this
blushing bride down a pink aisle to her grinning groom, while friends and
relatives watch and cheer.
The white chapel, and the rest of the set, is made from a newly designed and
eco‐friendly material that is non‐toxic and recyclable. With pops of greenery
and flowers, the set showcases it’s eco‐friendly status while operating as an
ideal wedding venue.
This 77‐piece set is easily assembled and includes the chapel, aisle with arched
entry, a pink car, a bride, groom, flower girl, and several other onlookers. In
addition to using three‐dimensional thinking, patience, dexterity and motor
skills during the build, storytelling will certainly be promoted as your child
explores the love story that led up to the nuptials!
Now in their 184th year, Sevi is Europe’s oldest wooden toy manufacturer.
With all of their designs originating with specially trained toy designers in Italy,
Sevi products are then produced in the Far East in a Trudi‐run factory
employing local artisans under fair and safe working conditions.
All of Sevi’s products are extremely durable, eco‐friendly, and kid safe. Each
has been thoroughly and rigorously tested by an independent lab to meet or
exceed all European and US federal regulations for children’s toys. Parents never need to worry about the quality or safety
of any Sevi product.
Additionally, Sevi abides by 10 of their own unique commandments which focus on the design, quality, and educational
benefits of the finished product. Sevi has long chosen wood as their primary medium because it is “a living, natural
material,” but in recent years they’ve begun introducing other child‐ and eco‐friendly materials as well! “Love nature, play
wood, enjoy Sevi.”” (
Bonjour Petit
website)
This set is just one of the many fun and unique toys that you can find at Bonjour Petit! It’s the perfect place to find fun and
unique Christmas gifts!
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